Structural and Functional Characterization of Human Stem-Cell-Derived Retinal Organoids by Live Imaging
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PURPOSE. Human pluripotent stem cell (hPSC)-derived retinal organoids are a platform for investigating retinal development, pathophysiology, and cellular therapies. In contrast to histologic analysis in which multiple specimens fixed at different times are used to reconstruct developmental processes, repeated analysis of the same living organoids provides a more direct means to characterize changes. New live imaging modalities can provide insights into retinal organoid structure and metabolic function during in vitro growth. This study employed live tissue imaging to characterize retinal organoid development, including metabolic changes accompanying photoreceptor differentiation.

METHODS. Live hPSC-derived retinal organoids at different developmental stages were examined for microanatomic organization and metabolic function by phase contrast microscopy, optical coherence tomography (OCT), fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM), and hyperspectral imaging (HSpec). Features were compared to those revealed by histologic staining, immunostaining, and microcomputed tomography (micro-CT) of fixed organoid tissue.

RESULTS. We used FLIM and HSpec to detect changes in metabolic activity as organoids differentiated into organized lamellae. FLIM detected increased glycolytic activity and HSpec detected retinol and retinoic acid accumulation in the organoid outer layer, coinciding with photoreceptor genesis. OCT enabled imaging of lamellae formed during organoid maturation. Micro-CT revealed three-dimensional structure, but failed to detect lamellae.

CONCLUSIONS. Live imaging modalities facilitate real-time and nondestructive imaging of retinal organoids as they organize into lamellar structures. FLIM and HSpec enable rapid detection of lamellar structure and photoreceptor metabolism. Live imaging techniques may aid in the continuous evaluation of retinal organoid development in diverse experimental and cell therapy settings.
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Organoids representing a variety of tissues and produced from human stem cells are envisioned to serve as models of human development and disease, as platforms for drug screening, and as sources of human cells or tissues for transplantation.1–4 These three-dimensional (3D) self-organizing structures develop cellular composition and architecture similar to in vivo tissues, thereby replicating biologically relevant intercellular signaling in vitro.1,2 Human pluripotent stem cell (hPSC)-derived retinal organoids reproduce many aspects of embryonic retinal development, including the formation of a bilayered optic cup and light-detecting photoreceptors.5–7 They begin as an aggregate of hPSCs and, over the course of several weeks, self-organize into a stratified structure that develops in a spatiotemporal sequence similar to that which occurs in vivo.5,6,8,9 While retinal organoid neurons can migrate to their appropriate
relative positions, produce neurites, and colocalize synaptic proteins with appropriate cellular targets, distinct plexiform layers are not routinely formed, and the photoreceptors do not efficiently elaborate fully formed light detecting outer segments.6–9

Methods that enable monitoring of retinal organoid development in vitro may facilitate the improvement of retinal organoid culture conditions in order to better replicate in vivo development.1,5 However, the ability to monitor spatial and temporal changes in structure and function has been limited by the fact that common histologic, immunostaining, and in situ hybridization analyses require the destruction of the tissue specimen. Thus, live imaging methods that enable nondestructive observation of organoid structure and function based on naturally occurring fluorophores will benefit this rapidly developing field. Live imaging methods can discriminate well-organized tissue from deteriorated or maldeveloped tissue and permit evaluation of organoid cellular functions in real time. In addition, live imaging using endogenous fluorophores such as nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, reduced (NADH); flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD); and retinol is less disruptive than methods involving genetic modification of cells to express common fluorophores such as green fluorescent protein. More generally, live imaging may enhance the utility of retinal organoids as development and disease models, as drug screening tools, or as sources for retinal cell replacement therapies.

This study explores the use of live functional imaging using naturally occurring fluorophores to investigate retinal organoid growth and metabolism. We examine organoids using two powerful 2-photon microscopy approaches: fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) and hyperspectral imaging (HSpec). FLIM correlates the decay profile of endogenous autofluorescent light to a specific biomolecular source10 and can localize and quantify specific molecular components such as NADH and FAD without the use of exogenous trophic labels.10,11 HSpec quantifies specific autofluorescent emission wavelengths for every pixel in a sample.12,13 Both FLIM and HSpec have the capacity to distinguish the proportions of biochemicals such as NADH, FAD, and retinol, features that can be used to describe developmental and metabolic states.10–13 For instance, by observing the amount of FAD and/or the ratio of free/bound NADH, one can observe a shift from a highly glycolytic state in proliferating germ cells to a state characterized by increased oxidative phosphorylation in differentiated germ cells.11 We also explore organoid development with high-resolution optical coherence tomography (OCT), a modality that is widely used for noninvasive clinical imaging of ophthalmic structures,14 and with microcomputed tomography (micro-CT) as a means to gain insight into the 3D structure of fixed samples. The studies show that live imaging modalities can reveal structural and metabolic changes that are coordinated with retinal cell differentiation in hPSC-derived retinal organoids.

**METHODS**

**Stem Cell Derived Organoids**

Human embryonic stem cell (hESC) and induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) culture and differentiation into retinal organoids are described in detail in Supplementary Methods. Samples of differing ages were derived from different differentiation runs. Phase contrast photomicrographs of differentiated organoids were taken on an inverted microscope (TS100; Nikon Corp., Tokyo, Japan).

**Immunofluorescent Staining**

Immunostaining and fluorescence microscopy of retinal organoids is described in detail in Supplementary Methods and in Aparicio et al.15

**Optical Coherence Tomography**

We performed OCT using commercial equipment (Spectralis, software version: 1.8.6.0; Heidelberg Engineering, Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA) anterior segment mode. Organoids were imaged while suspended in 0.1 mL of culture media in 0.2 mL polypropylene tubes suspended in the device’s imaging plane. High-definition horizontal raster scans were acquired of each sample, using parameters in Supplementary Figure S6.

**Hyperspectral Imaging**

Spectral Images were acquired with an inverted microscope (LSM-780; Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Jena, Germany), while organoids were excited at 740 nm and signal detected over 32 channels 420 nm to 690 nm as described in detail in Supplementary Methods. The time to acquire each image was about 15 to 20 seconds with each voxel in the image only stimulated for a small fraction of that time.

Every pixel of the spectral image was transformed to one pixel in the phasor plot and analyzed with hyperspectral software developed at the Translational Imaging Center, University of Southern California (Supplementary Fig. S1).16,17 Intensity images for specific biomolecules (free NADH, retinol, retinoic acid) were obtained by selecting “fingerprint” regions in the phasor plot corresponding to each component.16 In each of these images, we selected two squared regions, corresponding to two different anatomical regions, specifically on the surface and around 70 μm radially into the organoid. Intensities in the two regions were quantified using ImageJ software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/; provided in the public domain by the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) and normalized by the total intensity of the whole region.

**Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy**

Fluorescence lifetime images were acquired with an inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH) using apparatuses described previously and described in detail in Supplementary Methods.16,19

We collected FLIM data until 100 counts in the brightest pixel of the image were acquired. Typically, acquisition time was less than 1 minute. Autofluorescence of organoid culture media was confirmed to not interfere with the FLIM and spectral signature of cellular autofluorescence.

Each pixel of the FLIM image was transformed to generate the phasor plot as previously described (Supplementary Fig. S2).10,11,16,20–22 Data were generated from sensor settings optimized for NADH autofluorescence signal10,11,20 The coordinates g and s in the phasor plot represent the sine and cosine Fourier transformation, respectively,11,23 and relative proportions of free and bound NADH determined as described previously.11 Clusters of pixels were analyzed in specific regions of the phasor plot, and correlated with pixels in the imaged sample bearing the same fluorescence intensity decay signature. We performed image segmentation on the FLIM data by selecting and calculating the average phasor value within regions of interest (“region phasor”). When calculating the region phasor, all pixels in that region (varying between 1000 and 2000) were taken into account, and as a result the signal-to-noise ratio of the FLIM signal was substantially improved.24
Phasor lifetime analysis was performed using the same parameters for all hESC and iPSC organoids.

**MicroCT**

Specimens were fixed in 10% (vol/vol) formalin (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA) in PBS at room temperature (RT) for 24 hours, stained in 0.5% (vol/vol) Lugol iodine (1% Lugol solution [Sigma-Aldrich Corp.] mixed with PBS at a 3:7 ratio) for 24 hours at RT,24,25 and images immediately after staining using a microCT (Skyscan 1172; Bruker, Inc., Billerica, MA, USA) at 40 kVP at 161 µA, with two averages at each step. Theoretical resolutions of 1 and 2 µm were pursued using 360° scans with 0.5° and 0.25° steps, respectively. Commercial software (Bruker, Inc.) was used for reconstruction using a Feldkamp type algorithm running on processors supplied by Bruker, Inc. Postprocessing and 3D rendering was performed on reconstructed axial images using scientific analytical software (Imaris; Andor Technology plc, Belfast, UK, and Amira; FEI, Inc., Hillsboro, OR, USA) software.

**Statistical Analysis**

For quantified 2-photon light data, samples were repeated in quadruplicate for each organoid age. Mean, median, range, and standard deviations were computed using commercial spreadsheet (Excel; Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA) functions. We calculated P values using the χ² function.

**RESULTS**

Retinal organoids self-organize into layered retinal structures. Here, we examined this developmental progression over 5 months using traditional histologic and immunofluorescence analyses and novel imaging modalities not previously applied to this system. The same groups of organoids were imaged with each modality, in order to correlate structural and functional features of individual specimens. Imaging was performed primarily for hESCs (main figures in paper) and repeated for iPSCs (Supplementary Fig. S5). Unless indicated, results and discussion relate primarily to hESC-derived organoids.

Phase contrast images of representative organoids at 46, 89, and 151 days in culture (DIC) demonstrated organoid morphology with limited microstructural detail (Fig. 1), as previously described.5

**Histologic and Immunofluorescent Staining Identify Layers Comprised of Specific Cell Types**

Histologic and immunofluorescent staining of retinal cell type–specific markers confirmed developmental progression from 46 to 151 DIC. Hematoxylin and eosin–stained organoids consisted of a continuous cell layer of varying density at 46 and 89 DIC, whereas a discrete apical layer was evident at 151 DIC (Fig. 2). Immunostaining of cell type–specific markers revealed that the continuous layer of cells at 46 and 89 DIC was comprised of several spatially segregated cell populations. Retinal progenitor cells characterized by elongated, VSX2þ (CHX10þ) nuclei comprised a well-defined band of cells reminiscent of the neuroblastic layer of retinas developing in vivo (Figs. 3A, 3B). Cells expressing the BRN3 marker of photoreceptors or photoreceptor precursors were scattered throughout the epithelium at 46 and 89 DIC (Figs. 3A–3F). At 151 DIC, BRN3þ cells were not detected, likely reflecting apoptosis upon failure to form productive synapses.27,28 In contrast, CRXþ cells formed a tightly packed apical layer corresponding to the dense apical layer seen with hematoxylin and eosin staining, and were interspersed at basal positions (Figs. 3C, 3F) as described.26 Despite a histologic sectioning artifact affecting a 151 DIC organoid following OCT, FLIM, and HSpec imaging, this organoid had VSX2, BRN3, and CRX immunostaining very similar to that of another organoid of similar age (Figs. 3C, 3F, 3F'). Induced pluripotent stem cell–derived retinal organoids previously subjected to FLIM and HSpec imaging also developed a CRXþ outer layer at similar DIC (Supplementary Fig. S5).

**OCT and MicroCT Detect Different Organoid Interfaces**

OCT is commonly used for structural imaging of the retina in the clinical ophthalmology setting. When used to image the retina, nuclear layers appear hyporeflective and plexiform layers appear hyperreflective (Supplementary Fig. S5A).29 OCT imaging of live retinal organoids revealed that maturation from 46 to 151 DIC was associated with the appearance of a superficial hyporeflective band bordered by hyperreflective signals perpendicular to the OCTs scanning laser at later ages (Fig. 4). Among three clinical OCT platforms tested, the Heidelberg Spectralis best detected this band at 151 DIC (data not shown). This hyporeflective band was present in images of all organoids examined at 151 DIC (n = 4, Supplementary Figs. S5C–F), but in none of four examined at 89 DIC (P = 0.029, two-tailed Fisher’s exact test). A hyporeflective band was detected in one of four organoids at 46 DIC but differed from those at 151 DIC in that it was flanked by a hyperreflective signal only on its superficial side, and may have represented a spurious signal. Overall, a hypo-reflective band was detected once among the eight organoids at ≤89 DIC and in each of the four organoids at 151 DIC (P = 0.010, two-tailed Fisher’s exact
The hyporeflective band was estimated to be ~25 μm wide, and coincided temporally with the appearance of a lamellar structure in the same organoids (Fig. 2). The hyporeflective band was also detected in the one hESC-derived organoid imaged at 118 DIC (Supplementary Fig. S3B) and in iPSC-derived organoids at 169 DIC and 92 DIC (Supplementary Fig. S4), possibly representing early lamellization.

Similar to OCT, microCT can provide high resolution, 3D information for complex structures, but only in fixed tissue. MicroCT produced high-resolution images of retinal organoid structures deeper than detected by OCT (Fig. 5). MicroCT detected an interface distinguishing the retinal neuroepithelium and the hollow acellular region in the organoid center that enabled quantitative assessment of neuroepithelium thickness. However, microCT did not detect lamellar features in any of the DIC 151 organoids revealing insufficient contrast.

**FIGURE 3.** hESC-derived retinal organoids at (A, D) 46 DIC, (B, E) 89 DIC, and (C, F) 151 DIC coimmunostained for retinal progenitor cell marker VSX2 (CHX10), photoreceptor marker CRX, and ganglion cell marker BRN3. (C, F) Immunostaining of 146 DIC organoids, an age similar to organoids in (C, F), respectively, that did not undergo prior live imaging. Scale bars: 100 μm.

**FIGURE 4.** OCT analysis of hESC-derived retinal organoids at 46 DIC (A, D), (B, E) 89 DIC, and (C, F) 151 DIC. Boxed regions in (A–C) are enlarged in (D–F) and indicate surfaces perpendicular to the direction of the scanning laser head (vertical arrows). Hyporeflective bands on the outer perimeter of the 151 DIC retinal organoid are indicated by matching arrowheads. Scale bars: (A–C) 0.5 mm and (D–F) 0.1 mm. Polypropylene tube wall is visible in the upper half of each figure.

**FIGURE 5.** MicroCT analysis of hESC-derived retinal organoids at (A) 46 DIC, (B) 89 DIC, (C) and 151 DIC. Scale bars: 500 μm. Black arrowheads: retinal organoid neuroepithelium. White arrowheads: acellular region.
different organoid depths. Retinol and retinoic acid signals gradually decreased in the deep ROI and increased in the superficial ROI during organoid maturation (Figs. 6M, 6N). Increasing superficial retinol and retinoic acid signal intensity shares the same maturation trend as expression of the CRX photoreceptor marker (Fig. 3), suggesting that photoreceptors have higher retinol and retinoic acid levels. Induced pluripotent stem cell–derived retinal organoids also developed lamellar structures with enhanced retinoic acid and retinol spectral signatures (Supplementary Fig. S5).

**FLIM Glycolytic Signature Correlates With Photoreceptor Layer**

FLIM is a powerful approach to noninvasively characterize the metabolic state of cells and tissue based on the simple fact that different intrinsic biomolecules have different fluorescence decay times. Ubiquity of NADH inside cells and its key roles in cell metabolic activities make this coenzyme one of the most useful and informative intrinsic biomarkers for metabolism, mitochondrial function, oxidative stress, aging, and apoptosis in live cells and tissues. Therefore, we targeted this biomolecule to monitor metabolic changes during retinal organoid differentiation.

FLIM intensity images (Figs. 7A–C) of NADH show periodically distributed regions with high, medium, or low intensity, whose pattern varies with organoid age. Prior studies indicated that the majority of intracellular NADH is localized in the mitochondria. Therefore, the darkest foci in Figures 7A through 7C most likely represent nuclei and the brightest regions might represent accumulations of mitochondria, as are known to coalesce in photoreceptor cytoplasm.

Phasor analysis of the FLIM images showed regions with higher free/bound NADH ratios (Figs. 7D-F, shown in yellow and green), which correlates with greater glycolytic activity, and regions with lower free/bound NADH ratios (Figs. 7D-F, shown in red and maroon), which correlates with greater oxidative phosphorylation. FLIM phasor analysis of 46-, 89-, and 151-DIC organoids revealed a temporal change in the free/bound NADH ratio during maturation. 46-DIC organoids exhibited a homogenous pattern with low free/bound NADH ratios, which correlates with higher oxidative phosphorylation activity (Fig. 7D). We found that 151-DIC organoids exhibited a core with low free/bound NADH ratios,
but a surface with high free/bound NADH ratios, which correlates with greater glycolytic metabolism (Figs. 7F, 7G). In the more mature (151 DIC) organoids, the glycolytic region correlates with the outer organoid staining for photoreceptor markers (Figs. 3C, 3F) and concentrated retinol (Fig. 6F).

In order to quantitate metabolic differences during retinal organoid development, FLIM was performed at four different depths of four organoids of each age. The mean ratio of free/bound NADH was determined in four ROIs (white boxes in Figs. 7D–F) defined by the anatomic structure of mature organoids and compared to ROIs of equal size, shape, and orientation in younger organoids. Reproducible and statistically significant age- and position-dependent changes in the free/bound NADH ratio were observed (Fig. 7G). There was a progression of the organoid surface to higher free/bound NADH ratios while the core of the organoid continued to display lower free/bound NADH ratios. These data indicate that maturing organoids develop an outer surface composed of cells that have increased glycolytic metabolism, which colocalizes with photoreceptors containing retinol and retinoic acid. Retinal organoids that are iPSc-derived also develop lamellae with an outer layer signals correlating with increased glycolytic metabolism (Supplementary Fig. S5).

**DISCUSSION**

The goal of this work was to evaluate live imaging methods for structural and functional assessment of stem cell-derived retinal organoid growth. To this end, we imaged live retinal organoids using several modalities and correlated our findings with established microscopy techniques. Multimodal live imaging revealed a dynamically changing retinal organoid structure, retinal differentiation, and metabolic state, all discerned without disrupting retinal organoid growth.

After live imaging, histologic staining and immunostaining of retinal markers were performed to provide information about organoid cellular and biochemical organization to which live imaging findings were compared. Hematoxylin and eosin staining revealed the formation of cellular lamella as retinal organoids matured. Immunostaining revealed a decline in VSX2 retinal progenitor cells and a transition to postmitotic retinal cell types as previously described. Contrast-enhanced microCT was performed but did not reveal cellular organization such as retinal lamellae.

We compared retinal organoid live imaging using phase contrast microscopy, OCT, autofluorescence microscopy, HSpec, and FLIM. Phase contrast microscopy is easily accessible and useful for detection of developing retinal organoid neuroepithelium, but failed to reveal microstructural and functional features. OCT benefits clinical ophthalmology through its ability to define retinal lamellar structure.56–58 We observed a hypointense band in 151 DIC organoids, albeit at limited contrast and only in areas perpendicular to the scanning laser beam. Based on its position ~25 μm from the apparent surface, this band could plausibly represent the compacted nuclear layer evident in hematoxylin and eosin staining or the interface of that layer with the one below. Limitations of OCT included distal shadowing as the OCT laser signal penetrates the specimen and image variability with orientation of the scanning laser, as described for OCT analysis of retinal layers in vivo.39,40 However, this study utilized clinical OCT devices not optimized for in vitro studies, and future OCT microscopes may yield more informative images. Autofluorescence microscopy was utilized as an adjunct to HSpec and enabled detection of retinal organoid lamella, but did not provide cellular function information.

We found that HSpec and FLIM add information about cellular function to high-resolution structural imaging. Photodamage and phototoxicity using multiphoton microscopy has been shown to be negligible using similar imaging parameters.20,25 The phasor approach to analyzing autofluorescence enables localization of specific biomolecules to specific subcellular locations. Phasor analyses with HSpec and FLIM rely on decomposition of fundamentally different autofluorescent signal information, which provide complementary subcellular information.10,11,16,21–23,50 In addition, HSpec and FLIM can be performed rapidly to assess organoid development within minutes as compared with conventional histology techniques that require hours to days. While this study used different batches of stem cell derived organoids, rather than following the same batch of organoids over months, the similar results obtained with different iHESCs and iPSC preparations suggest that batch effects do not significantly influence the findings.

Using these approaches, we observed that maturing retinal organoids develop lamellar structures with specific nuclear layers reminiscent of the fully developed retina. The more mature organoids have a lamellar structure on FLIM and HSpec that show a retinol-dense outer layer with a higher free/bound NADH ratio indicative of greater glycolytic metabolism (Figs. 6, 7). This outer layer corresponds to the developing photoreceptors based upon CRX expression (Fig. 3), which indicates that retinal organoid photoreceptors have increased glycolytic activity and high retinol and retinoic acid levels. The increased glycolytic activity of retinal organoid photoreceptor layer is consistent with the glycolytic enzyme localization previously demonstrated in photoreceptors by high resolution proteomic analysis41 and rod outer segment anaerobic enzyme activity.42 FLIM of 151 DIC retinal organoids (Fig. 7F) shows a dense layer of glycolytic activity near the outer surface; however, higher resolution imaging is needed to determine whether this corresponds to developing photoreceptor inner segments where glycolytic enzymes are most highly concentrated in vivo.41 Given the high level of some glycolytic enzymes in photoreceptors compared to other areas of the retina41 it seems that the glycolytic-like signature is likely a specialization of differentiated photoreceptors, not something limited to undifferentiated cells11,20,25,43 or cells with features of cancer.34,35 Subcellular resolution in HSpec and FLIM might also distinguish between rods and cones based on their differences in retinal metabolism.41

In summary, we characterized stem cell–derived retinal organoids using FLIM, HSpec, OCT, microCT and histologic and immunostaining. With the exception of microCT, each method detected the development of lamellar anatomy as organoids mature, whereas FLIM and HSpec revealed changes in retinol production and metabolic state. Correlation of cell type-specific protein marker expression with metabolic features detected with FLIM and HSpec support the notion that photoreceptors with developmentally appropriate metabolic features can develop from retinal organoids. These live imaging techniques enhance our understanding of metabolic changes during retinal organoid genesis, and provide a noninvasive approach to interrogate engineered tissue systems in basic research and cell therapy settings.
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